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The appllcauon package DcCA (Dcslgn C!clx 
Accelerator) is &ered to solve a set of problem which arIse 
on deslgnmg electron storage rmg. The package is based on 
the block pnnciple. This makes II extremely flexible in 
desigmng storage rmgs and investigating beam dynamics in 
them. The package is intended for a user not farmhar with 
programming languages, it is arranged so that the user 
familiar I\-lth FORTRAN-77 can easily extend the package 
functions. This IS of particular Interest, when the input data 
are the storage nng or electron bunch parameters. The code 
allows operanon In both the batch and intcractlx modes The 
programmIng language is FORTRAN-77 The capaclt?; of the 
total package IS 40 000 code lines. The ncccssag main 
storage capacln for the total ver%on IS 4 Mb!?cs 

prmcip& into several blocks. Accordmg to their assignment. 
these blocks arc subdivIded into system umts (which provtde 
all scrvicc funcuons) and functIonal umls (which directi> 
Implement the code functions). Among the system units we 
mcnnon the following: DIAG - prmtmg of diagnosric 
messages of the code. FILES - data file handling, COMM - 
code control (commands block). REFLI - digital and graphx 
dlsptay of information. data display in the plotter. 
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I .INTRODUCTION 
In recent !ears the application package DeCA [I.?] is in 

wide use 1n Kharkov Institute of Phvsics and Tcchnolog! for 
dcslgn and modemizatlon of stor..x rings and numerical 
experiments. The package was use~i Ibr elaboration of such 
projects as: clecuon pulse stretcher ring PSR-2000 [1] with 
an opcratmg energy 3 GeV, the source of synchrotron 
radialIon ISI- [4] 1~1th an operating energy 0.8 GeV. the 
source of synchrotron radiation with an opcralmg energy 2.5 
GeV for the Nuclear Research Center m Karlsruhe. Germany. 
Calculauons for the Amsterdam Pulse Stretcher Ring (AmPS) 
also have been carried out. The computer simulation of the 
chromauc beam extraction was performed for the PSR-2000 
lattice usmg DeCA 151. The package includes the follo\ving 
accelerator ph! sacs features: calculations of lattice functions 
and integral charactenstics of the beam taking mto account 
the mstallation errors and energy loss due to synchrotron 
radlatlon. reference orbit correction. Harmltonian formalism 
for investigation of rcsonancc cffccts, optimization of lattice 
parameters. lnvesngatlon of dynamic aperture by both an 
analytical and numerzal methods taking into account the 
high order components of magnetx field. numerical 
slmulatlon of partxles motion in 6-dimensional phase space. 
investigation of spin-orbit motion The package has rich 
possibihties for Information reflections. The organization of 
the DeCA code allows to carry out calculations with several 
input lattice and command files simultaneously. ‘The last 
version of the DeCA code is realized at the IBM 360,570 like 
computer and may be accommodate at VAX VMS system and 
personal computer 

2. PACKAGE STRUCTURE 

All program modules of the DcCA package (except the 
main and standard modules) are unified by the functIona 
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The functional units of code version 3.3 include: IMOS - 
description of lattice clcments and structures, GAC - 
calculation and mapping of the geometv of the machine. 
BEAM - assignment of inilial beam parameters. REFTL - 
calculation of machine functions and parameterr SR - 
calculation and mapping of synchrotron radiation parameters. 
hlDP - slmulatlon of beam dynamics with nonlinear 
elements. SOM - slmulalion of spln-orbnal motion of the 
beam. 

All functional blocks and the nstem part of the package 
may be combined m various versions of the package 
depending on user requircmcnts. 

3. INPUT DATA 

All data files used in the DcCA package are described in 
the table arranged in the file of the FIDEF (File DEFine) type 
m the fixed format 161. Files of followmg types are necessary 
described in this table: CODEF - file containing the 
definitions of all control commands in the text form, COMM 
- control commands specifying instruction for action, 
COMMT - control commands introduced from a terminal in 
the interactive mode, ELDEF - tile containing the definition 
of lattice elements, EDEF - file contammg the definition of 
graphic pictures of lattice elements. MOS - file containing the 
description of the lattice. IBEAM - file containing the mittal 
particle coordinates. 

4 DESCRIPTION OF THE STORAGE-RING 
LATTICE 

All lattice clcmcnts are assumed to be located along the 
reference orbit: the orbit of the particle with energy E, in 
Idcal Iield in all magnet elements. The geometric axis of 
magnet elements is coincident wilh this orbit. The reference 
orbit consists of a number of straight sectIons and arcs formed 
by bending magnets. The moving set of three vectors forms 
the right-hand frame of coordinates X.Z,S. The 
instantaneous direction of the axis S is coincident with the 
direction of the tangent to the reference orbit, the axes X and 
Z he in the radial and vertical planes. respectively. 

All lattice elements that have been realized in DeCA 
code are described in the file of the ELDEF type. where the 
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iormats of the element definition in the lattice are tixed. The 
‘bllowmg lattice elements are realized in the code version 
33 

NULL - emp& element. 
DS - drift space. 
PICK - pick-up statlon. 
BM -bending magnet. 
BMR - bending rectangular magnet, 
PFR - pole face rotation. 
KICX - kicker magnet In XS plane. 
KICZ - kicker magnet In ZS plane. 
COR - correctlon magnet, 
QL - quadrupole magnet. 
QLP - pulse quadrupole magnet, 
SOL - solenoid. 
ROT - rotatlon of coordmate frame around axis “S” 
RFC - thin RF-cawty 
RFCN - RF-ca\-It? 
SL - sestupole magnet. 
SLP - pulse sextupole magnet. 
OL - octupote magnet. 
OLP - pulse octupole magnet. 
MLP - multipole magnet. 
1NJ - injectlon pomt, 
ESX - electrostauc X-septum. 
ES2 - clectrostatlc Z-septum. 
MSX - magnetic X-septum. 
MSZ - magnetic Z-septum. 
APRL - local rectangular aperture. 
APEL - local elliptic aperture. 
APRG - global rectangular aperture 
APEG - global elliptic aperture, 
INCR - increment/decrement 
To describe the machine lattice. we use the input lilts of 

MOS type (Magneuc Optical Structure). The description is 
the scqucnce of sentences. each spcclfying one element or a 
group of elements In the particular place of the lattice. 
Sentences of the follo\\Ing types arc used at the language of 
lattice description: 

- esplicit awgnment of the lattice element: 
- a copping of a prewously defined element: 
- explicit assignment of the substructure (group of 

elements); 
- direct or_UU;ersc copying of a previously dciined 

substructure. 
For example a description of the element in the lattice of 

the source of synchrotron radiation for Karlsruhe Nuclear 
Rcscarch Center arc presented below: 
SUP(l): LINE; 

DSl: DS L=1.45548; 
QFl: QL L=O.30 K1=1.87; 
DS2: DS L=O.30; 
QDl: QL L=O.30 Kl=-1.25; 

*** FIRST BEND 
CELL(l): LINE; 

B(1): BMR L=1.468 ANG=lS. Kl=-0.09541; 
DS3(1): DS L=O.35; 
DS3(2): ; 

a(2): ; 
DS4: DS L=O.60; 
QF2: QL L=O.30 K1=2.35758; 
DS5: DS L=O.SO; 
B(3): ; 
DS5: DS L=O.25; 

CELL(l): ENDLINE; 
-CELL(Z): ; 

SUP(l): ENDLINE; . 
suP(2):; SUP(3):; suP(4): ; 

Commands of the package control arc defined m the file 
of the CODEF type where the command formats are 
determmed 161. The code can work both in the interactlye and 
in the batch calculation modes. The file of the COMM types is 
formed to work in batch mode. Then the control of the code is 
passed to this file. 

About 70 commands are realized in the DeCX code. 
These commands provide the execution of all necessary 
functions 

’ l)r example we present the fragment of the COh4M file: 
IMOS DECKRL3; ENER E=2.5; 
TOLS X=0.0001 Z=O.OOOl S=O.OOOl; 
IRL LONG: MTEL CYC; 
FFSL ICH CHR; 
GRFL BETX BET2 PSIX ELl=QFl; PRFL; 
DAP SL PRX PRC Z=O.O AZIM=QFl; 

4. FUNCTIONAL POSSIBILITIES OF THE 
PACKAGE. 

The package DcCA uses 5x5 matrix ( matrix elements 
that describe the penurbatlons of the magnetic field due to 
errors m the installation of lattice elements and their 
imperfections are recognized in fifth column of the matrix ) 
and the coordinate vector ~x,x’,z,z’.I) for description of 
particle motion without taking into account the energ spread 
in the beam /p=p,-cow ). 7x7 matrix and the coordinate 
vector ~x.x’,z,z’, I,.~, AE,E) arc used for description of particle 
motion takmg mto account the energy spread m the beam f 
p=po+Ap/ ( following A.W Chao [7], we included elements 
that descnbe the energy losses due to synchrotron radiation 
into fifth column of the bending magnet matrix ): 8x8 matrix 
and the coordinate vector (x,x’,z,z’,s,AE/E,a,~) for descnption 
of spin-orbit motion of particles and 3~3 matns and 
coordinate vector @‘&,S~ for description of spin motion of 
particles. The numerical simulation taking into account the 
influence of nonlinear magnetic fields on particle motion is 
carned out in the 6 dimensional phase space (x,x’,r,,-‘,s,&Y@. 

1.1 Lattrcefitnctlons and rntegrals characterrstlcs ofthe 
beam. 

The algorithms for calculations of lattice functions, 
integral characteristics of the beam. analytical treatment of 
the dynamic aperture are based on the following model of the 
ring lattice. The orbit in the storage ring is assumed to be 
plane, i.e., there is no pitch to the vertical plane. the vertical 
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dispersion is zero. no twtsttng occurs The curvature radius p 
:ind the field index /? are regarded to be constant Inside the 
bendtng magnet. The magnetic ticld ‘boundaries m the 
magnets are assumed to be sharp 

The code allows to calculate amplitude and dispersion 
functions of the lattice, coordtnates of the reference orbit, 
bctatron osctttatlons tunes. Integral characteristtcs of the 
beam such as: emittance. energ spread. chromaticity of the 
system. energy losses per turn. momentum compaction factor, 
cqutltbrmm beam size and divergence etc. The detatt 
description of package possibihttes and algorithms used can 
be find in 181 Calculations are based on analyttcal equations. 
The ttme shift and dynamic apetture that have been caused by 
sestupolc and octupolc components of magnetic field can be 
calculated by using the Hamtltoman formalism. The 
correction of the reference orbtt IS carrted out by the method 
of Herrevard-Bacomerr) 

4.2.N~mencnl srmulatron 

The block of numerical stmulation IS organized thus that 
WC can observe practically all smgte parttcle effects that are 
known tn accelerator physics The l(J-th pole thin tens is used 
at the block for smnttation of nonlinear effects. The 
chromattc aberrations are taken into account m thts model 
Lens parameters may be changed according to some definite 
tow It allows to simulate the pulse elements The wide 
possibilities of input beam parameter scttmg (the scttmg of 
particle distribution on the bunch. the setting of t’ised particle 
coordinates and combmatton of both these methods) in 
combmatton with the convemcnt displaying output 
information allows to mvesttgate resonance processes such as, 
multiturn injection and slow beam extraction. 

4.3 Spin-orbit mofron and eqrrhbrillm degree o-f 
polarrzairon. 

The SOM block allows to simulate the spur motion of 
pantcles and to calculate the equilibrium degree of 
polarizatton. The calculations are based on matrts formaltsm 
and linear beam dynamics. We use the algorithm which was 
designed by A.W.Chao 191 and H Mais [IO] and is based on 
analyzing of the eigcnvectors and eigenvalues of the cyclic 
matrtx of spin-orbit motton. Unlike the SLIM code by 
A.W.Chao, in the DeCA code the thick matrix models of 
magnet elements for the descnptton of spin-orbit motion are 
used. The programmed connections between code modules 
allow to calculate the equilibrium degree of polarization as a 
function of coordinates of the reference orbit. 

4 4 Laifrce parameter opfrmnairon. 

The universal mechanism of the choice and optimtzation 
of lattice parameters which allows to optimize any lattice 
parameter is used in the D&A package. The code has got the 
followmg possibilities: 

- setting the space of lattice parameters being varied (any 
parameters of lattice elements: element lenght, lense strenght 

etc.). The method of variatton for every parameter IS set 
independently: 

- setting the ltst of parameters which are optimize (an) 
characteristics and tatttce functions: beta function, dispersion 
function. emtttance etc.). Criteria of optimization has a follow 

form: 2 w, p; - mm. uhere pi - parameters which are 

optimtze. vvi - weight coefftcients. : 
- multtple calculation of parameters under optimization 

and selection of variants whtch sattsfy the given criteria. 
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